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VERYBODY HURTS. * IN WAYS BIG AND SMALL, WE ARE

all snubbed every day of our lives. Of course, we can't
possibly like everyone who likes us or join every group
that would have us as a member, so we constantly let
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others down, too. It's the way the social universe operates.
And yet, when it happens to us, we tend to take it personally. Very personally.
And, often enough, hard. . If you were to track the daily happenings that flat-
ten people's moods, you would likely find rejection at the core. 'A very high

percentage of negative events are related to the feeling that
someone else doesn't value a relationship as much as you do,"
says Duke University psychologist Mark Leary. Those are the
sore feelings that accompany such thoughts as, "Why did my
coworkerbrush me off in that meeting?" or "My husband is
watching TV when he should be paying attention to me!"

The drive to bond lies
deep in our DNA. Disap-
pointrnent when we fail to
connect is virtually guaran-
teed. That's why the ulti-
mate rej ection-the depar-
ture of a loved one-is
amongthe most stressful
ofall experiences.

Even the t in iest  of
slights can ri le our emo-
tions and send our self-
esteem into a tailspin. In
part, self-esteem refl ects
who we are intrinsicallv.
but is also abarometer of
our standingwith others.
Learyfound that social self-
esteem neatly rises with
any inkling of acceptance
(Would you like to join us
for lunch?') and plummes
with anycut-down ('I like
you-as a friend!').

"It's an internal gauge
that is independently pro-
grammed," he explains.
"So when you feel bad, you
tend to feel bad about
yoursel f . "  Social  sel f -
esteem acts like radar,
scanning the environment

for any hint of disapproval or exclusion. A blip on the meter,
felt as a drop in self-esteem, is unpleasant, designed to spur us
to address the source of the discomfort. If the gauge weren't
sensitive to all signs of rejection, it might miss the big ones,
endangeringhappiness or even safety. "Nature designed us to
be vigilant about potential rejection," says Leary, "because

for most of our history
we depended on small
groups ofpeople. Get-
tingshutoutwouldhave
compromised survival."

As anyone who has
everwatched American
Idol knows, sensitivity to
rejection exists along a
continuum. The clueless
party host who spews a
string of tasteless jokes,

as guests squirm, sits at
the low end. At the high
end is the vigilant scav-
enger who finds rejec-
tion in every empty inbox
and between every am-
biguous l ine. How she
perceives and reacts to
rejection is instructive
for all of us-because
we're all movingcloser to
herend ofthe continuum.
observers see a wave of
psychological fragility
pushing individuals in
our culture toward over-
sensitivity to rejection.

A jittery rejection-
detection radar zeroes in
on empty threats-creat-
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ing needless anxiety and groundless jealousy. Unfortunately,
those atthe high end ofthe rejection-sensitivityscale payapar-
ticularly steep price just for wanting to belong. Their
overwrought responses to slights may even have the
unintended effect ofbringing about what they fear most. And
although such pain maybe borne privately, it has public reper-
cussions. There is acollective costofindividual hypersensi-
tivity to rejection. People become unwilling to take even the

rub up against a stark fact: Our rejection radar is just not
adapted to a world in which we're thrown against new and often
strange situations daily. Ifthe cornerfruitvendorignoresyour
cheery'good morning!" it doesn't mean he won't sell you an
apple; ifyour coworkers forgetto inviteyouto after-workdrinks,
you're not necessarily the office pariah. Still, Leary says that he
would rather err on the side of over-reading signals of rejection.
Imagine ifyou had no pain receptors to warn you ofimpending

bodily harm-you wouldn't feel scrapes or
punches, butyou wouldn'tsurvive long either.

FROM FEAR TO ETERNITY
WHEN STARTING OUT AS A PSYCHOLOGIST,

Geraldine Downey, now aprofessor at Colum-
bia University, sought to discover how chil-
dren whose early years were marked by
parental rejection fared in adultrelationships.
She hypothesized that those whose needs for
care and attachment were repeatedly met

with rejection would likely grow up to anticipate it, see it where
it might not exist, and overreact to it, as if life itselfwere on the
line. After more than a decade of research. she has unveiled
a fairly detailed portrait of people who are highly sensitive
to rejection.

Awash in anticipatory anxiety or pre-emptive anger, they
expect to be rejected by those they grow to value. They inter-
pret neutral or negligent actions (a delay in phoning, say) as

FIRED UP:
WHAT HAPPENS IF
YOU GET CANNED
BY WOODY ALLEN?
Actress Annabelle Gurwitch was
overjoyed when Woody Allen cast
her in a play in 2OO3. " l  thought I
would be Woody's next muse," she
says. " l  started to hear Gershwin
tunes wherever I  went."

But when rehearsals began, i t  was clear that the rore
wasn't r ight for her. Al len put i t  this way: "What you are
doing is terr ible, none of i t  good," "Don't ever do that again,
even in another play," and finally, "You look retarded." After
a week, Gurwitch was let go. " lwas so depressed," she says.
" l thought I  must be a terr ible actress."

She snapped out of self-pity mode, though, when she
started talking to others about their experiences gett ing
fired. "People told me stories even more humil iat ing than
my own, and I real ly laughed." She wrote i t  al l  up in a one-
woman show which then became a col lect ion of essays
and a documentary, both cal led F/edl

Gurwitch now appreciates how reject ion can al low
you to reinvent yourself .  She also understands the impor-
tance of creating your own opportunit ies to do what you
love-rather than wait ing for others to invite you. The
huge response she's received from readers and viewers
has brought her even more satisfact ion. "Gett ing f ired is a
great reminder that you are more than your job."

A WAVE OF PSYCHOLOGICAL
FRAGILITY IS PUSi- i ING

INDIVIDLJALS IN OUR CULTURT
TOWARD OVERSH NS I T IVITY

TO RTJTCTION

smallest social risks. Preoccupied with their own performance
evaluations, people shyawayfrom approachingstrangers or ques-
tioningauthority. Public life shrinks and civil societywithers.

HYPERSENSITIVITY RISING
THERE ARE A NUMBER OF REASONS WHY REJECTION-SENSI-

tivity is growing more pervasive. Major depression, a condi-
tion tightly linked to rejection sensitivity, has been on the rise
amongall age groups exceptthe elderlyforwell over adecade.
What's more, parents and educators overprotect and over-
praise children, actions thatbackfirebecause theybreed a pre-
occupation with evaluation by others. "If praise isn'tbased on
anything specific, it gives you a sense of insecurity," Leary points
out. "It makes you wonderwhether your rejection radar is work-
ing at all." Ifyou suspect you're not getting honest feedback,
you'll be more sensitive to all possible slights or acceptances.
You'll think, "Do people recl/y like me?"

Then, too, adds NewYork psychologistRobertLeahy,we're
on our way to becoming a performance-based culture. Young
people in particular feel an urgencyto grab the spotlight, instead
of workingtoward becoming a stable member of a group. That
makes them especially concerned with how others are evalu-
atingthem-and more sensitive to rejection.

But the primary reason we're becoming more rejection-sen-
sitive, Leary contends, is that our fragmented, mobile society
has decreased the number and weakened the strength ofour
social bonds. "Even 200 years ago, people were part ofa small
clan. They likely lived their entire lives in the same town. We
now constantly have to reintegrate ourselves into new social
networks. The sheernumberofstrangerswithwhomwe inter-
act creates many more opportunities for rejectioni'

Leahy, clinical professor at Weill-Cornell Medical College
and author of The Worry Cure, agrees. "Because families are
less intact and society is more segmented, we're all less secure.
Further, an increased general sense ofuncertainty makes us
more vulnerable to rejection."

However subtle these backsround influences are. thev all
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intentional slights. They are primed to find firm evidence of
whatever feels threatening to them, coglitively poised to inter-
pret situations negatively. They don't give anyone the benefit
of a doubt. Women are no more likely than men to be overly
rejection-sensitive, but gender does influence the way they
react to imagined or actual slights: Men express more jealousy,
women become more hostile and unsupportive. To ferret out a
person's expectations ofrejection, Downey asks questions such
as: If you must approach your family for a loan, how anxious
would you be? Would you expect them to help you?

Through a set of ingenious studies, Downey has discovered
that, just as we have a nervous system that makes us reflex-
ively recoil in self-protection when we spot a snake, we also
have a defensive system that tries to protect us from rejec-

THOSE \VI.-IO DON'T G[T
HONIST FTIDBACK ARE MORE

STNSITIVE TO POTENTIAL SLIGHTS
THEY \^/ONDER, "DO PIOPLE

RFAL LY LIKF Mf?"

tion. Automatically triggered by the merest hint of rebuff, it
throws our body into physiologic alarm mode, riveting our
attention on the need to do something/ast and urgingus to
head offan impending relationship rupture.

Improbably, the findingowes somethingto artists Edward
Hopper and Pierre-Auguste Renoir. Hopper's scenes ofurban
desolation, Downeyobserved, are generally perceived as depic-
tions of rejection, while Renoir's soft scenes come across as
acceptance. After showing images of paintings byboth artists
to subjects in her study, she startled them with a loud noise.
And then, via eyelid sensors, she counted their eye blinks.

Indeed, those who were highly rejection-sensitive
reacted to the Hopper paintings, but not the Renoirs, with an
amplified eye blink when startled by the noise-a sign that their
bodies and minds had been pitched into panic. The threat of

social rejection exaggerated their physiological response. By
contrast, those low in rejection-sensitivity reacted equally to
the noise whether viewing Hopper or Renoir scenes.

Although the defensive system is designed to motivate rela-
tionship repair, itbackfires onthose who are highlyrejection-
sensitive. They live life in panic mode, which not only brings
them relentless emotional turmoil, but also sets offthe most
frustrating feature of rejection-sensitivity: It becomes a self-
fu lfi llingprophecy. Magnif ing oversights and seeing slipups as
proof of catastrophe, they unleash hostility, anger, despon-
dency, or jealousy. Their emotional storms often drive away the
verypeople theyhoped to hook.

"It happens in all contexts," says Leary.'A coworker may
respond exaggeratedlyto atinyslight, which then leads office

mates to avoid her. which makes her more
i defensive. Oryourteenage son mayblowyou
i off, which makes you more distant and stern,
I which makes him shut you out even more."

i
i  AN EARLY START
i  THERE'S NO ONE PATH TO REJECTION SEN-

r sitivity. Clinicians and researchers know
i that children of emotionally or physically
i abusive, neglectful, or critical parents tend
' to become highly sensitive to rebuffs. Also at

risk are children who grow up in poverty or war zones, situa-
tions thatcan divertparental attention and undermine forma-
tion ofsecure bonds.

The quality of a child's relationship with parents is hardly
the sole determinant of rejection-sensitivity. Also influential
is the child's innate level of reactivityto stress. Genetic make-
up or premature birth may set the nervous system on the skit-
tish side, making a child hypersensitive to rejection even if par-
ents are not abusive or neglectful. To counteract a riled-up
rejection radar, however itgets set, says Downey, achildwould
need "superparents" attentive to his needs and feelings.

There's some evidence that a heavy dose of peer rejection
in childhood can also precipitate rejection-sensitivity. A child
who is constantlytauntedbypeers may, as ayoungadult,begin
to expect rejection from romantic partners and coworkers, in

THE GOOD CRITIOUE
IT 'S AN ART FORIV THAT EVERYONE NEEDS

STUDENTS wHO ENROLL in the prestigious School of the Art Inst i tute of Chicago are asking for a lot of reject ion; much of
their training comes in the form of formal cr i t iques. In session after session, work is pinned on the wall  for teachers and
classmates to pick apart.

I t 's an art form in i tself .  "We tel l  the freshman, 'We are talking about Mr. Red Square and Mr. Blue Square, not you. Your
piece may be no good-but i t  doesn't  mean that you're no good," '  says Paul Coffey, head of the graduate and
undergraduate divisions. Students must trust their inner cri t ic, must be wil l ing to experiment with their ideas, and yet at the
same t ime incorporate others' reactions to their work. Professors prod students to specify why they don't  l ike a part icular
piece, to explore how it  works in formal and pol i t ical terms, and to share their emotional reaction to i t .

The best cr i t ique, Coffey says, is steered by the student in the hot seat. " l  was having problems executing this idea," she
may say. "How could I have conveyed i t  better?" With defensive barriers down, the student can hear the feedback on a
higher level.  "When classmates tel l  a student he needs to get a l i t t le more reckless with his paint ing technique, i t  resonates
and he may real ize he needs to take more r isks in his personal l i fe, too."
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spite of a secure attachment to Mom and Dad.
It's rare for anyone to become rejection-sensitive in adult-

hood. A young man whose fianc6e leaves him may approach
dates with wariness, buthe wouldn't also expect rejection from
everyone he encounters, includingfriends or coworkers.

DHPRHSSION ANN RFJHCTION:
CHIEKTN ER XGS?
UNSURPRISINGLY, PEOPLE WHO ARE REJECTION.HYPERSEN-

sitive have lower "trait" self-esteem, the feelingyou have about
yourselfin the absence ofany feedback. "You will take rejec-
tion personally if you don't think you are particularly valu-
able to begin with," says Leary. Slights will only confirm your
suspicion thatyou deserve to be left out.

Depressed people are more sensitive to rejection than the
nondepressed. Rejection-sensitivity is a hallmark of so-called
atypical depression, which is actually the most common type
ofthe disorder. Those with aqpical depressionuniquely expe-
rience a temporary lift in mood when somethinggood happens
to them. But they are then more susceptible to feeling down
in response to any negative event-and less likely to bounce
back quickly.

It's not clear which comes first-depression or rejection-
sensitivity. "People who are depressed do tend to get rejected,"
observes Downey. Even if
others understand and
know that a person is
depressed, it 's hard to put
up with the irritabil i ty,
the negat iv i ty.  and the
self-doubt that accompa-
nythe condition. Among
those who suffer from
seasonal affective disor-
der,  interpersonal  d i f f i -
cul t ies and feel ings of
reject ion r ise in the win-
ter months when the
blues are most acute. And
people who score in the
red zone of  re ject ion-
sensitivity on Downey's
test  are more l ikely than
others to become cl in i -
cal ly depressed in the
aftermath of  a breakup.

A FINE LINH
THE DIFFERENCE BE-

tween anormalresponse
to rebuffs and an over-
sensitive one may be
summed up in one word:
rumination. Highly rejec-
tion-sensitive people are
also more l ikely to be

"overthinkers" who ruminate excessively about everyday expe-
rience. Overthinking may be the engine of hypersensitivity to
rejection, says Susan Nolen-Hoeksema, professor of psychol-
ogy at Yale and author of Eating, Drinking, Overthinki ng. Ifyou
begin to dwell on the fact that your friend has not returned your
recent e-mail, your brain will run a file search and pull up pos-
sible reasons for why she is angry with you and why she may even
be on the verge ofcuttingyou out ofher life.

As you stew in your negative thoughts, hostility and anxi-
ety rise, all in the absence of any real information about why
your pal is incommunicado. Overthinkingstirs people who are
rejection-sensitive to sabotage themselves.'TVhen you are rumi-
nating, you get immobilized because you discountthe effective-
ness of taking preventive actioni' says Nolen-Hoeksema.

Instead of working constructively to repair what may be a
severed tie, you build a case forwhyyou've been rejected. And
when you do finally see your friend, your emotions will be so
disproportionate to anyslightthat she will likelybe annoyed-
and yes, perhaps even reject you.

A normal response to intimations of rejection would be some
attempt to gather information or move directly into repair mode.
But rejection-sensitive souls cling to losing strategies. They
might desperately seek out intimacy and make unreasonable
demands of a partner-appearing overly invested yet antici-

pating the partner's
departure. Or they avoid
intimacy altogether-
averting stormy relation-
shipsbutlosingoutonthe
chance to find acceptance
and support. Either path
puts them at risk for lone-
liness and depression.

HGSSI-{ELt
HXI$THNEf;
TO SAY THAT REJECTION

hurts is not to speak
metaphorically. UCLA
neuroscientist Naomi
Eisenberger and col-
leagues have found that
rejection activates the
same brain area that gen-
erates the adverse reaction
to physical pain, causing a
sharp spike ofactivity in
the anterior cingulate.
Being ditched by your
best friend is as threaten-
ing to your well-being as
touching a hot stove.

Kids who constantly
expect rejection are more
aggressive and get into
trouble more with teach-
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ers than do their classmates. Youngadults who are sensitive to
rebuffs tend not to open up and reveal themselves in the early
stages of friendship. They may have a hard time with transitions
and adjustingto new settings. A diary study of college freshman
found that rejection-sensitive students made fewer friends and
liked school less than did their peers at the end ofthe year.

Rejection-phobes are also less willingto have friends who
are different from themselves-from other ethnic backgrounds,
for instance. A tendency to stick to one's own kind could impede
young adults from gaining an enriched perspective on life.

Hands down, the rejection-sensitive suffer most in the realm
ofromance. No matter how committed their partners are, they
worry about being dumped. They attribute hostile intent to
innocuous behavior. Unsurprisingly, both they and their part-
ners are less happythan other couples.

"Livingwith someone who is sensitive to rejection is like
walking on eggshells," says Leary. 'Any little slip up on your
part-like callingat 6:03 instead of 6:00-could trigger their
anger." They tend to seek constant reassurance from part-
ners, but even iftold repeatedlythatthey are loved, the infor-
mation isn't trustworthy-because the affirmation had to be
elicited. It's maddeningfor others to deal with. "people who
feel secure have a hard time understanding a partner like
this," Leary notes.

Still, there are situations thatbringoutthe rejection-phobe
in even the sturdiest soul. Starting a new school or moving to
anewneighborhood makes everyonevulnerable to self-doubt.

And power differentials-say, between boss and employee-
attune everyone to the slightest hint ofrejection. '.I am the
department chair," says Downey. "I don't think of myself as
beingin aposition ofpower, yetl notice thatpeople read more
into mybehavior. Sometimes I look at mywatch during a meet-
ing simply because I'm trying to figure out how much time I
have left. But people misinterpret that and apologize, or even
get up to leave."

CUSHIONS AND BUFFERS
DISMANTLING A HYPERSENSITIVE REJECTION-DETECTION

system is far easier said than done. Asked how becoming a
prominent expert on rejection has helped him deal with
personalbrush-offs, Learyrespondswith asigh. "I don'tknow
that it has. But in retrospect, I understandverywell whathap-
pened after I've overreacted to rejection. I know exactlywhat
wentwrong. Butitstillwentwrong."Awareness, though, is the
first step in breaking the rejection-sensitivity cycle.

The best remedy for rejection-sensitivity is caring friends
who cantolerate defensive antics and engendertrust. Downey
found that among rejection-sensitive people who did manage
to fi nd and keep a lovingromantic partner, reactivity abated over
time. Perhaps the support ofa good person kicks the subversive
cycle into reverse mode: The rejection-phobe begins to feel more
secure, which paves the way for an even happier relationship,
until an empty inbox is no longer a cold reproach or a sign of
impending doom-but rather just an empty inbox. rr

7 REALITY CHECKS
IF YOU ANTICIPATE REBUFFS AND OVERREACT WHEN THEY OCCUR, YOU'RE OPERATING UNDER THE INFLUENCE
OF COGNITIVE BIASES AND FALSE BELIEFS. HERE'S HOW TO STRAIGHTEN OUT YOUR THINKING.

:  €XPECTRgJECTION
, eettep: Everyone should l ike me, and i f
:  someone doesn't ,  i t 's a catastrophe.
, Renltry CgECK: Inevitably, some peo-
r ple wil l  not l ike you. " l  tel l  people to ask
,  themselves, 'What are al l  the th ings I

can st i l l  do i f  so-and-so doesn't  l ike
me?"' says Robert Leahy, psychologist
and author of The Worry Cure. 'The
answer is always that there is nothing
they can't  do."

' lglnru FROtr4 PL.AYGROUND
. POLITICS
, eEtter, Popular people never ger
, turned down.

REALITY CHEcK: What dist inguishes the
popular kids in the school yard from
the less popular ones is not the num-
ber of rebuffs they get, but how they
handle them.

IT'S NOT ALWAYS ABOUT YOU
BELIEF: Sl ights ref lect poorly on me
and everybody wil l  remember them.
REALITY CHECK: Someone mav snub
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you because you remind him of an old
fr iend with whom he had a bit ter
fal l ing out, or because he's about to
be evicted and is in a state of panic.
Even i f  your behavior rs the problem,
other people won't l ikely notice or
rememoer.

THE THING THEY HATE MAY
BE THE THING YOU LOVE
BELIEF: There must be something
inherently wrong with me.
REALITY CHECK: You may be disl iked
because someone disagrees with the
very values you cherish.

LEARN TO LIVE WITH SHADES
OF GRAY
BELIEF: People should have only one
feel ing about me-ei ther they accept
me, or they don' t .
REALITY: l t 's natural for others to feel
ambivalent about you. You may do or
say something that a f r iend doesn' t
l ike,  but  that  doesn' t  mean that he
doesn't  also love and respect you.

AVOID THE OVERTHINKING TRAP
BELIEF: l f  I  keep chewing on my
worries, I  can f igure them out and I wi l l
feel better.
REALITY: When you are ruminating,
your snowball ing negative thoughts
crush your abi l i ty to come up with
good solut ions to your problems. First
distract yourself  with a pleasant
activi ty such as meditat ing or garden-
ing,  says Susan Nolen-Hoeksema,
author of Eatrng, Drinking, Overthink-
ing, and then take concrete action to
improve your situation. l f  you're wor-
r ied about gett ing f ired, ask for some
feedback and change accordingly.

DON'T RUSH TO JUDGMENT
BELIEF: l f  l th ink l 've been dissed, I
should immediately seek reassurance
from and/or confront the offender.
REALITY: Most explanations for others'
behaviors are quite benign. Give peo-
ple the benefi t  of the doubt, or you
may push them away with your
desperation or hosti l i ty.




